Thank you for reading CHANNER’S Lookbook. This gift certificate entitles you to a savings of $50 on any Spring purchase of $250 or more in our menswear department.

VALID TODAY THROUGH MAY 31, 2019

CHANNER’S LONDON LOCATION ONLY
Must present this certificate to receive credit.
One certificate per customer.
Not to be used in conjunction with any other offers.
Not applicable to previous purchases or sale merchandise.

MEN’S APPAREL
581 WONDERLAND ROAD SOUTH
LONDON, ONTARIO N6K 1L5 • TEL: 519 472 3470

Thank you for reading CHANNER’S Lookbook. This gift certificate entitles you to a savings of $50 on any Spring purchase of $250 or more in our womenswear department.

VALID TODAY THROUGH MAY 31, 2019

CHANNER’S LONDON LOCATION ONLY
Must present this certificate to receive credit.
One certificate per customer.
Not to be used in conjunction with any other offers.
Not applicable to previous purchases or sale merchandise.

MEN’S APPAREL
581 WONDERLAND ROAD SOUTH
LONDON, ONTARIO N6K 1L5 • TEL: 519 472 3470

It’s our mission at Channer’s to provide an exceptional shopping experience for those seeking to look and feel better through personal style. We think that clothes are not merely utilitarian, and your personal style speaks to the people you meet before you even have a chance to say anything at all. Scouring the globe for the latest styles, providing unique items and putting them together for you are ways we try to help you achieve your style goals. Stop by Channer’s for more great items and ideas for your Spring and Summer wardrobe!
• CHIARA BONI Dress $828
• ABRO Bag $398
• MICHAEL KORS Sandal $188

• CHIARA BONI Dress $768
• SUZI ROHER Scarf $398
• COLE HAAN Pump $258
• COLE HAAN Slide $208
• ABRO Bag $528
• LUISA CERANO Jacket $1298
• VELVET T-Shirt $110
• AG Jeans $268
• TOVA Necklace $248
• MICHAEL KORS Sandals $158

• VELVET T-Shirts $88
• PAIGE Jeans $368
• PAIGE Black Jeans $318
• MICHAEL KORS Sandals $158
• TOVA Necklaces $248
PAUL & SHARK Sweater $248
ABRO Bag $490
VELVET Striped T-Shirt $150
PAUL & SHARK Striped Sweater $288
MICHAEL KORS Shoe $158
COLE HANN Shoe $208

PAUL & SHARK Dress $398
ABRO Bag $250
RON WHITE Winita Penny Loafer $498
• PAUL & SHARK Jacket $398
• PAUL & SHARK Sweater $428
• PAUL & SHARK Shirt $298
• PAUL & SHARK Short $310
• ANDERSON Belt $160
• SWIMS Loafer $198

• VILEBREQUIN Polos $228
• DEREK ROSE T-Shirt $138
• SWIMS Flip Flops $98
• VILEBREQUIN Swim Suits $298
• RIANI Skirt $368
• RIANI Lace Sweater $368
• ABRO Bag $448
• RAPASARDI ALEXANDRA Sandal $298

• RIANI White Top $288
• RIANI Printed Top $298
• RIANI Pant $388
• COLE HANIN Shoe $188
• SUZI ROHER Belt $428

• RIANI Skirt $368
• RIANI Lace Sweater $368
• ABRO Bag $448
• RAPASARDI ALEXANDRA Sandal $298
• ETON Shirts $248
• TIES $138 - $248
• POCKET SQUARES $58 - $88
• ALLEN EDMONDS Shoes $528
• ANDERSON Bag $1398

• SAMUELSON Suit $1568
• SAMUELSON Shk $228
• ZZEGNA Tie $218
• ETON Square $78
• LAPEL PIN $20
• BOSCA Bag $1128
• SUZI ROHER Scarf $338
• TWO-A Necklace Stone With Circle $178
• TWO-A Necklace Green Chain $278
• TWO-A Necklace Silver Chain $218
• TWO-A Necklace 4 Stones $198
• RON WHITE Sha-Nell $448
• RON WHITE Nova $448

• CREA Top $228
• CREA Sweater $358
• CREA Pant $338
• TWO-A Necklace $228
• TWO-A Bracelet $228
• RON WHITE Nell $448
• MZ WALLACE Bags $278
• UNITED Nude Sandals $338
• UNITED Nude Heels $358
• TOVA Necklace $80
• TOVA Bracelets $118

• ALICE AND OLIVIA Sweater $348
• SARAH PACINI Top $378
• SARAH PACINI Skirt $358
• TOVA Necklace $80
• UNITED Nude Platform $268
- EMMANUEL BERG Shirts $250 - $288
- SWIMS Sneakers $198
- BRAX Pants $228
- ALTEA Jacket $798
- ORIAN Shirt $318
- ETON Square $79
- LAPEL PIN $20
- BRAX Pant $228
- ANDERSON Belt $170
- COLE HAAN Shoe $218
ARE YOU READY FOR A PAJAMA PARTY?

We have cozies for the whole family.

P.J. SALVAGE Infant Romper $68
P.J. SALVAGE Kids Set $70
P.J. SALVAGE Pink Top $98
P.J. SALVAGE Pink Shorts $78
P.J. SALVAGE Blue Skulls Top $98
P.J. SALVAGE Blue Skulls Pant $98
P.J. SALVAGE Slipper $70
P.J. SALVAGE Blue Shirt $78

P.J. SALVAGE KIDS

P.J. SALVAGE Women’s
GRADS & GROOMSMEN SUIT COMBO

Attending a Wedding or Graduation this Summer?

Get the Set for $998

Includes:
- Slim Fit Italian Fashion Suit
- 2 York + James Dress Shirts
- 2 Dion Ties
- Pocket Square
THANK YOU!

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO LOOK THROUGH OUR SPRING / SUMMER 2019 LOOKBOOK.

We hope this guide is full of ideas to inspire, but it’s only a taste of what’s available in store. We hope to see you soon — for your wardrobe, that special gift, or to drop by for a quick hello!

LIST OF BRANDS

MENS
AG Jeans
Alberto
Altea
Anderson’s
Andrea Zor
Baostie
Bosca
Brax
Canada Goose
Canali
Circolo
Citizens of Humanity
Coppely
Cornellani
Derek Rose
Dorothy
Dimatta
Don Eleventy
Eton
Emmanuel Berg
Ermenegildo Zegna
Etro
Gino’s
GLAB
Gran Sasso
Hagen Shirts
Hilf
Hugo Boss
J. Lindeberg
Jacobs Cohen
John Smedley
John Varvatos
Lacoste
Lipson
Lubiam
Marcellini
Montecore
Orian Shirts
Paige
Pal Zileri
Pal Zileri Lab
Paul Benetly
Paul & Shark
Peter Millar
Phil Petter
R2 Shirts
Re-Hash
Robert Graham
Robert Talbott
Samuelsohn
Saxx
Seven Jeans
Shinola Watches
Shinola Leather Goods
Tatexsian
Tommy Bahama
Vilebrequin
Yok + James
Z Zegna

FOOTWEAR
Allen Edmonds
Andrea Zor
Cole Haan
Hugo Boss
John Varvatos
Medan
Red Wing
Ron White
Swims

LADIES
AG Jeans
Alembika
Alice & Olivia
Autumn Cashmere
Bano oMee
Brax
Brodie
Jimmy Choo
Canada Goose
Chiara Boni
Cynthia Rowley
Circolo
Derek Rose
Dries M. Coats
ECRU
Ellen Fisher
Elie Tahari
Erofe
Harro
HUGO by Hugo Boss
Jacob Cohen
Lulu
Lisa Todd
Lysted
Margiotes
Max Valmery
Michael Kors
Naked Hugs
Nobis
Oui
Paige
Paul & Shark
Pend & Pick
RJ Salvage
Raffaello Rossi
Repeat
Saint James
Sarah Pacini
Save The Queen
Sentaler
Seventy
SUI by Anna Sui

FOOTWEAR
Alice & Olivia
Aquatopia
Cole Haan
Donald J. Pliner
Golden Goose
J Slides
Michael Kors
Ron White
United nude
Via Spiga

HANDBAGS
Alara
Elle
MG Wallace
Neuville

ACCESSORIES
B Belts
European Culture
Forever New
Go Natural
Jenny Bird Jewellery
Me & Kashmerie
Rocking Vibe Jewellery
Secrid
Shinola
Sparx
Suzi Roher
Tie
Tora
TWOA

THANK YOU!
FEATURED BRANDS

CANALI  SAMUELSONH  PHILIPPE  Z ZEGNA  UNTLTD

BRAX  GOODMAN  JOHN VARVATOS  LUISA CERANO  PAUL & SHARK

GRAN SASSO  MICHAEL KORS  ALCHEMY  RIANI  ETON

PAIGE  P.J. SALVAGE  ALTEA  CREA  COLE HAAN

ABRO  SARAH PAGINI  CHIARA BONI  ALLEN EDMONDS  SWIMS

Channer's
MENS | LADIES | APPAREL

Mon - Thurs 9am - 6pm
Fri 9am - 8pm
Sat 9am - 5:30pm
Sunday 12pm - 5pm
Anytime by Appointment

581 Wonderland Rd S
London, ON  I  N6K 1L5

T: (519) 472.3470
info@channers.com
www.channers.com

DESIGN & PRODUCTION  The Vital Group  |  PHOTOGRAPHY  David Wile